A graph G = ( b'. El has bandwidth k under a layout L : V 4' ' { 1. . . . , 1 VJ} if, for all {s. y} E E. jL(x 1 -L(y)] s k. Bandwidth constraints on several problems that are complete for [Fp (under log space reductions) are considered. In particular, the solvable path system problem and the and/or graph accessibility problem under various bandwidth constraints are used to prove results about subclasses of IFP. In general. restricting the bandwidth of problems complete for IFP results in complete problems for subclasses of IFP defined by simultaneous time-space bounds or defined by space bounds on alternating Turing machines. For instance, these results are used to show that the class SC, of sets accepted in polynomial time and simultaneous polylog space, can be characterized as the class reducible by log space transformations to qets accepted by one-wa) log log ~1 space bounded alternating Turing machines. An upper bound on the space requirements for tlie solvable path system problem under various bandwidth constraints is given by SPS( I (n \I E DSPACE( {(II ) log II 1. This yields, as a corollary, the result ASF'ACE(f(tr 1~ c [Jr, .,, DSPACE.t2 ""I ' I for functions f that are suitably constructible and 40 .lot grow more rapidly than some logarithm function. This extends the known result: ASPACEtfrn )I = Jr, ,,, DTIME( 2 ""' ' 1. which only zpplles to functions that grow at least as rapidly as a logarithm function.
introduction
Sct(tral problems are known to be complete for the class ID, of deterministic polynomial time recognizable sets, with respect to log space reductions. The first proMem identified as complete for ff was the solvable path system problem (SPS) [9] . Some of the other problems known to be complete Tor IFD are:
That is, for all [in ) 3 log n, it is known that Uk 31 DTIME(2""") is identical to ( I i the class of sets accepted by f(rz ) space bounded auxiliary pushdown automata (either deterministic or nondeterministic), and (2) the class of sets accepted bv f(n ) space bounded altern,ating Turing machines _ .
in this paper we consider various subclasses of the family l3? For example, we consider classes defined by deterministic Turing machines with a polynomial time bound and a simultaneous space bound. For the purpose of denoting such classes, let fJTISP(poly, f(tz )) be the class of all sets accepted by deterministic Turing machines in polynomial time and simultaneous space f(lz ). Following widely accepted notational conventions, we denote the class iDTISP(poly, logk n) for all k 2 1, moreover, by SC" and the class Uk rl SC" by SC [ 111. Interest in such simultaneous time space classes has been recently heightened by the result, due to Cook [ 121 that every deterministic context-free language is in the class SC'. We consider also subclasses of IP defined by alternating Turing machines which use an amount of worktape space bounded by a function f, denoted by ASPACE( where f' grows at most as rapidly as the logarithm function. Such classes have not been investigated specifically before, although alternation has been considered [S, 23, X.33] and classes defined by small space bounds have often been considered [ 1, 13 . lh,24, ZS].
The Jas:. SC is of some independent interest. Consider a family of circuits (C,, I,, . I such that the circuit C,,, for all /z 3 1, has ft inputs and one output. The family KU LI -I of circuits is of size S(rz ) and depth L&/r ) if the number of circuit elements in r,!, denoted by fC,,/, is at most S(H) and the longest path from an input to an output of CII passes through at most D(rz ) circuit elements, for all 12 2 1. The family KU L _ 1 is (log S~L:CC ) wifbrm if the-2 is a deterministic Turing machine which on any input ot length iz produces the circuit C,, as output using space bounded tw the logarithm of \C,,: [33) . The family (C,,),, -l cw~zprfft~s tht2 st3 A \& (0. l)-if, for cverq: string .Y -7. --CT,,, II 2 1. u, E (0, 1). the circuit (-',, produces the output 1 when given input ITS. u,', . . . , q, if and only if .K is in ,q. It IS known that ( I ) A is computed by a uniform family of pciynominl size circuits if and only if '4 is recognized by a deterministic Turing machme lil polynomial time, and 1 Z t A is computed by a uniform family of &-cuitj of depth log' II for some k :T 1 if and only if A is recognized by a deterministic off-line Turing machine that ust's log"' IZ worktape space for some ~1 ~3 1 [ 4 J.
A moregeneral statement is that there isa polg nomial rclatic~Jlshipl~t'tw~~ncirclrit size 2nd scqucntial time ard a poi~nomial rctationship bctwccti circuit depth and quenrialspacc.
It isnot known if thispolynomial r~lrttionshipcontinllr's toholdwhcn ~mtultancous sijlc and depth is compared with siniultancous time and space. l__ct NC' clc~nc~tc the class of sets recognized by uniform families of circuits of pol!-ilc,mial si;lc ; nd Ir$ II depth for some k '> 1. A particular inytancc of the question about GmaJtantlous hounds is the following: Is SC I-; NC".' i\/foti\*ation for this question and rclatcd issues can htz found in several rtlct'nt articles 1 1 1, 12. 30, 331.
Our results provide a characterization of the class SC in terms of alternating Turing machines that use log log n worktape space. Our results also provide d complete problem for SCk for each k 3 1 and, therefore, 2 complete family of problems for SC. Hopefully. this provides additional information about the open pro-t;l;ms:
( 1) 1s SC = NC? ( 2 ) Is SC2 c DSPACE(log IZ ,? t 3 1 Is SC' c NSPACE(log lr)'? (3 1 Is P = DSPACE( log II ,? Our results are obtained by considering bandwidth restricted versions of problem5 that are log space complete for the class V? The results indicate that bandwidth constraints on such problems correspond closely to space constraints on polynomial time computations.
For this reason bandwidth would seem to play a fundamental role in computational complexity. Bandwidth in graphs and matrices has long been of independent interest [ 2,3,6,8. 131 . Moreover, it can be defined in a natural WV for many familiar structures: path systems, well-formed formulas, and sets of _ triples [2h] . Consider an undirected graph G = ( V, E 1. A lq~our of G is a one-to-one function I mapping the set of vertices of G into the natural numbers. The graph G has Iwmiwic~~h k under the layout I, for some k 2 1, if, for all edges (s. j-1 E E, jh ) -I(!* rj c= k. Bandwidth is defined in a similar manner for directed graphs. A directed graph G is WOIZO~OW under the layout I, if. for all edges LU, J* ) E E. h j s I(>* 1. Our results show that the and/or graph accessibility problem restricted to monotone an&o1 graphs G = ( V, E 1 of bandwidth at most /'I/ 1'1 , whew-c /' is some function on the natural numbers, is log space complete for DTlW~poly, fl II I I.
The B.-WIN IDWI MINIMI.~NWN PKWI fix1 is the problem o; Jeciding if there c\ists a layout for an undirected graph that makes the graph have bandwidth k. \Acrc k is an arbitrary natural number. It is known to be VP-complete [29] . F~I txh fiscd value rC_ one has the related problem of deciding if a giv%:n graph can be laid out with bandwidth k. When k is 2 this problem can be solved in linear time [ 151. For each fixed vaiut: of k greater than 2, the best result known is that the problem is solvable nondeterministically in log II space and is solvable deterministicalls in WI A \ steps. whtx !I is the number of vertices in the grape [ 271.
WC consider the complexity of several problems under various bandwidth restrictions. In considering these p x~blems and bandwidth restrictions, WC' shall consider the layout of the graph or similar structure to be given in the instance of the problem. There is little ditficult>* in determining the bandwidth under a given layout. Thus, the principal ditticulty in the bandwidth restriction of a given problem is still to SAC the problem. not to check the bandwidth. Moreoczr, wt' argue th:jt it is n;ltur;tl to consider ;i &jut to bc given along with an instance of a problem. FW CU~I~IC. in mo\t studies of computational complexity OIW deals with m encoding of a graph or similar structure; the computational problem is really a language. The lirlt';ir cncorling of a gil*en graph establishes a layout. since one node is firqf.
another is second, and so on. Thus, one might say that a layout is implicit in any linear ,encoding of a problem. Bandwidth restrictions on computational problems have been considered previously. For example, it is well known that the graph accessibility problem is log space complete for %SPACE(log /z ) [34] . It is also known that the graph accessibility problem restricted to graphs G = ( V, E) of bandwidth .f(I V[ )k for some k 2 1 is log space complete for the class 8NSPACE(log f(~ )), where f is a suitably constructible function that does not grow faster than some linear function [28] . Moreover, Savitch's original result showing that the graph accessibility problem can be solved deterministically in log' n space has been extended to show that the graph accessibility problem restricted to graphs G = ( V, E) of bandwidth f(l VI) can be solved deterministically in log tz log f(rz ) space [28] . This extends Savitch's theorem to NSPACE( f(n )) E DSPACE(f'(n ) max(f(rz ), log 11)) for crll functions f [2x,38]. Seceral NP-complete problems have been considered under various bandwidth constraints [7,2h] . For example, it is known that the 3 color problem for graphs G = (V, E) with bandwidth f(/Vl) is log spacq complete for the class 'JTISP( poly, f(rt )), Iwhich is the class of all problems soil able by nondeterministic Turing machines in polynomial time and simultaneous f'(rz r' space [?A]. In particular. %TISP(poly, poly) = NP and NTISP(poly, log IZ ) = l%SPACE(log tz ). It follows that the 3 color problem for graphs of bandwidth log II is complete for %SPACE(log tz L
In Section :! of this paper WI: show that the monotone, or topologically sorted. solvable path system problem and the and/or graph accessibility problem restricted to bandwidth bounded by a function f, dcnotcd by SPS(f'(tr )) and AG;\"P(,{(tl I I, rcspcctively, arc log space complete problems for the simultaneous time-space class 9TISP1poly, f(rl H. In particular, this shows that the collection of solvable path --system problems and the and/or graph accessibility problems {SPS(log' tt I}~ .l and (AMii4 log' II )}k -I, respectively, arc log space complete for the class SC This compares with Pippinger's charactcrizatiorl of the class SC' as the class of problems coenputcd by ;1 uniform class of circuits of polynomial size and pol!*nomial in the Ioqirithm function width [SO] .
In Section 3 w shove that the Family of solvable path system problems and the family of and/or graph accessibility problems restricted to bandwidth polynomial in sornc function/', &noted by {SPS( ,$I )" )rk . I and {AGAP(f'(tr )" )}k . I, respectl\,tXly. arc log space complete for ASPACF ( log f( tz ' ), whenever ,f' is a suitably constructible function on the natural numbers. Furthermore.
for the same class of functions L the family of ttmmtw solvc?ble path system problems and ttwtmtotw and/or yrlph ncccssihiiity problelns restricted to bandwidth polynomial in a given function fl i.e., {SI'SC f'(ri )I, 1) ___-I_ k . 1 and (AGAP(j'( tr i" I},, . 1r rcspcctively. are shown to be log space -----iomple te for the class ASPACE(log &I ) ), which is the class of sets accepted by fltll*-it.(i\' log /'III j space hounded alternating Turing machines. Combining fhcsc r0ulls in Sections -) _ and 3 wc obtain the following characterir.;~tion of SC: --SC is 1:hc set of all Irlnguapes log space reducible to ASPACE(log log tl 1.
In Section 4 we show that the complement of the problem SPS(f(n 1) is in tht: nondeterministic time-space class NTISP(poly, f(n )f. It follows that SPS(f(r-r )> can be solved cleterministically in space bounded by the function f(n ) log rz, provided that f(n ) Aog IL Thus, with the completeness results of Section 3 we obtain the following inclusion:
for all suitably constructible functionsfsuch that log log n +'(/I ) slog R. This yields, for example, thch inclusion ASPACF(log log 11) c DSPACE(polylog). This contrasts with our earlier result characterizing SC as the class of all sets log space reducible to ASPACEtlog log 11). That is, the earlier result shows that ASPACE(log log ~1) s. SC. It is, as yet, unknown whether ASPACE(log log r: j c SC or not. It follows from thz characterization given for SC that ASPACE(log log Ii I is a subset of SC if and only if every set in ASPACEOog Jog ~1 is log space reducible to a set in . ASPACE(log log II 1.
A set S is /OR spclcc rc~tilrcibl~~ to a set T. denoted by S silot: T, if there is a log space computable function f s.lch that, for all s, s is in S if and only if f'c,~ 1 is in T [2 11. A set S is lo? spact~ conzpf~ for a family of sets Yf if (a) S is in X, and (b) for every set L in X, L slloK S. In addition, we shall say that a family of sets ~7 is log space complete for a family of sets X if (a) . N c X, and M for every set L in 3 there exists a set S in .fl such that L d iop S. The closure of a family of sets X under log space reductions, i.e., (L j3 S E ?f U =-:loK 9). is denoted by <'I ostr RI:. ,J 3 1.
A function f' on the nonnegative integers is called poiynmzid time mii ~irmf-ttuwms synw ccv~strrrctihl~~ if there exists a polynomial time bounded r,f-line Turing machine which when presented with any input of length II cvcntually terminates after visiting exactly f(rr ) distinct worktape cells. This is a natural extension of the usual notion of a space constructibic function [ 181. For convenience wt' shall rcfcr to a function that is polynomial ;imc and simuttantxnus space construe tiblc as simply the-sptrcc c~ortstrrrcti/dc.
2. m(/(n 1) is log space complete for ll)TISP(~rrll~, fen 1) Definition 2.1. A pat/z system is a four tuplc P = t,Y, R, S. T 1, whcrc
R is a thrrr: ~jlacc -elation on ,Y cthc yidtf r&tion), (3 1 S g S (the set of s rrrw no&s), and (4) T g ,Y (the set of tcvvnirrd nodes).
Definition 2.2. Let P = N, R, S, T I he a path system. Let I: X -+-' {I, 2, . . . , /Xi] be a iuyout and k be a positive integer. P has bandwidth k under the layout I if P is monotone under the layout I, if Definition 2.3. Let P = (X, R, S, T) be a path system. The set of udr~'ssib/~ nodes of P is the smallest set A such that (1) TcA, and (2) ify,z EA and(s,~,LT)ER,thensEA. The path system P is .so/~~ahk~ if at least orie source node is admissible.
We specify now a particular encoding for path systems that is to be understood throughout the remainder of the paper. This encoding is chosen to make the job of recognizing small bandwidth path systems easy to do in small amounts of space.
It is similar to the encoding that was used earlier for bandwidth restricted graphs in the graph accessibility problem [28] . We encode a path system P = (X, R, S. T\ by the string 
SPS( f(n )) Problem
Inplrf : The encoding of a path system P = fX, R, S, T). Propart) : (1) P has bandwidth f(lx)) under the layout implicit in the encoded input, and (2) P is solvable.
Similarly, for any function f on the nonnegative integers, we define the problem of deciding whether a patti system is solvable, when the input is restricted to path systems which are monotone and have bandwidth f(n ), as follows.
The encoding of a path system P = (X, R, S, T).
fropcrty : ( 1) P is monotone and has bandwidth f@$ under the layout implicit in the encoded input, and ( 2 1 P is solvable
It should be clear that the problem SPS is the special case of SPS( f'(rz 11 whew f' is the identity function.
Proof. Let s be the encoding of a path system P = (X, R, S, 73. Co.lstruct a Turing machine M that performs the following steps on the input ,t-: Swy 1. M marks off exactly j'r 1x1) worktape cells, SW[? 2 !W verifies that P has bandwidth f(lX1, and that P is monotone under the layout that is implicit in the encoding s, and Step 3. Ad determines whether P is solvable.
Step 1 can be done in polynomial time and simultaneous f'(/XI j space, since f is time-space constructible.
Step 2 can also be done in polynomial time and simultaneous f'(lXl) space. M can do Step 2 with the help of the worktape that has been marked off in Step 1, That is, using this marked worktape space as a yardstick, It2 verifies that each entry (bin($). bin(rf )) in the encoding s of the path system P satisfies l.s;i :L I'( IX1 I and i(i[ c_/? [Xl). If these conditions are true for all i and j, then the path system P encoded by the input x has bandwidth at most /I/Xi). The Turing machine also verifies that, for all i and j, the values sl and t) are positive. If this is true. then the path system P encoded by the input x is monotone.
To verify that the path system P = tX, R, S, 77 encoded by the input .Y is solvable, &I calculates iteratively the set of all admissible nodes whose index i is between i +-1 and j +f(1,Y1)
for each value j (Osj G IX1 -f'(IXi)). Let S, denote this set for the value j, i.e., S, = (i i i is an admissible node of P and j < i 5-j +fliX I)).
I. H. Sltdbowgh
Every admissible node of P is in one of the sets So, S I, . . . , S,,, where m = (X 1 --/(IX 1). Therefore, 121 declares that the path system P is solvable if a source node appears in any one of these sets. M computes these sets in the sequence Smr S,,, IV . . , , S2, S,, So. The admissible nodes in S,,; are easily computed, since the path system P is monotone. That is, M can determine which nodes among the last f(lXl) nodes are admissible by just looking at which of these are terminal nodes and which can be deduced to be admissible from triples in the path system involving other nodes in S,,,. In addition, M computes Sj from S/+1 in the following way. The only node in the path system that can possibly be in Sj and not in Si +I is the node i + 1. This node i + 1 is admissible only if (a) it is a terminal node, or (b) it is the first coordinate of a triple (i + 1, s, c), where s and t are admissible nodes. M can check whether the node j + 1 is a terminal node easily; it only needs to look into the (j + 1 )st block of the input string and see if Jj+ I indicates that the node j J-1 is terminal. M can also verify if i + 1 is the first coordinate of a triple (i + 1, s, t), where s and t are admissible nodes, using only the information provided by the set Si + 1. That is, since the path system P has bandwidth /'(1X(), Ii + 1 -s[ :;/&%'I) and I.i+ 1 -+I--/'$~I). Since the path system P is monotone, j + 1 <s and i + 1 < L Therefore, it follows that i + 1 -=I s, c c:j +j(l,~ () + 1. Therefore. s and I are admissible if and only if they both occur in rk set Sj + 1. Thus, A4 can compute the set Si from the set S,, 1 hy (al checking to see if the node i + 1 is a terminal node and, if it is not, then tb, checking to see if any triple of the form (i + 1, s, f) in the three place relation of the path qstcm has %h its second and third coordinates in the set S, + ]. Since each set S, has at most f(l~l) elements, it can be represented on the worktape of M using at most f'$Y/) worktape cells. Furthermore, the set S, is computed from the set S, , l in an amount of time that is bounded by a polynomial in /Xi. Thcrcfore, the complctc computation is polynomial time bounded. 2
Thus, the monotone solvable path system problem with bandwidth f(rr I is in YI'ISP(poly,f'(rl 1). Hn fact, @$(f'(rl), is log space complete for DTISP(poly, f'(rl)) as wc shall now show. We need, of course, to prove that every SC: in the class 3TISP(poly, f(n 1) is lop space reducible to m(f(rl H. In order to simplify the rtxluction we first prove a Few simple, but helpful, lemmas.
-p Let FDTISP(poly, J'(rl H dcnotc the class of all sets that can be rccopnizcd 1~1 deterministic off-line Turing machines in polynomial time and simultaneous j'(rl 1 worktape space with the additional restriction that the input head movc.%s only from ___A I& to right. That is, DTISP(poly, f'(~ !) dcnotcs the class of sets acccptcd by one-w:~ cfcttmiinictic 'T'urinp nlachincs in polynomial time and simultaneous f'lrl ) ohmic.
Proof. The basic i&a is to construct a ;lnc-way detcrrninistic Turing machine which (~1 312 input of the form (.Y 99 .Y R k 1' for sufticit'ntl\. large k simultttcs the computation of a two-way deterministic Turing machine on x. The log space reduction is defined by f(x) = (x # xR # jk where k = 1x1' and the two-way Turing machine is n'-time bounded. This reduction technique has been often used before (see, for example, i [35, 36] ) and the details will not be given again here. !J A IO;! space reduction will also allow the polynomial time bound to be replaced with a r*eaI-time constraint. Proof. A standard reduction (see, for example, 1181) of the form
if the original Turing machine is n'-time bounded, suffices to prove this rc:sJt. 1 A deterministic Turing machine that operates in real-time and simultaneous f'irt ) worktape space may move its worktape head in a manner that is hard to predict. It may be necessary to actually perform the first k steps of its computation in order to know what cell the worktape head is scanning at time k. To eliminate this and maintain a predictable, regular head motion, we perform one more reduction.
A
real-time oblivious f(rl) space bounded Turing machine is a Turing machine vehich
( 1) begins a computation on an input string of length 11 with exac*$f(n ) worktapc czlls marked on its worktape (with the leftmost and rightmost ceils of this marked region containing special endmarker symbols) 'end with the worktape head positkoned on the left endmarker, (2) throuC;houl the computation the worktape head remains within this marked region of the worktape. it moves back and forth Fjetween the left-most and rightmost 041s of this region changing direction only when it is at either the left end or the right end, and it moves one square to the right or to the left at each step. and (3) the input tape head moves right at each step.
lxt lIX#kE$rr 1) denote the class of languages rccoqnizable by deterministic rz+time oblivious f(rr 1 space bounded Turing machines.
We show that DTISP(n, f(n 11 s-_~,~ DS6dZE( f(n )). Thus, combining this with Lemmas 23 ant! 2.6 we obtain that DTISP(poly, /'VI )i slL,R DSl%CE( f (n 11. So, to show that CDTISP(poly, f(iz )) q,y m( f(n )), it is sufficient to show that iDSfiCE( f(rt )I l Ic,y sP'S(fh 1).
Proof. This reduction is similar to that described in Lemma 2.6. Let
The number of occurrcaces of the new symbol 1 between the occurrences of individual symbols from the original string is exactly the number needed to send the worktape head on an oblivious f(n) space bounded Turing machine from the leftmost cell of the marked region to the rightmost cell and back again. During this excursion across the marked cells of the worktape the oblivious machine can simulate one step of the original Turing machine. The rctluction is si.nnlar to several in the literature [Ml; details will not be given. 17
For notational convenience let 3& denote the class of all functions that can be computed by an off-line deterministic Turing machine which uses at most log 11 worktape cells. That is, &,* is the class of all functions that can be computed in logarithmic space.
i, scanning the ith symbol of NJ, is in state p and scans the worktape symbol s. Thus, a source node is admissible if and only if M axepts W. It can also be shown that the transformation from w to Pt!, for a given oblivious f(n )-space bounded deterministic Turing machine, can be done by a logarithm space bounded Turing machine M'? M"' can easily enumerate the nodes in the sets X, S and T. M"' can enumerate the triples in the three place relation R easily using the fact that the worktape head motion is regular. That is, if i 5 f (n ), then the worktape cell scanned at time i has not been scanned before; otherwise, if i af(rz ), then the worktape cell scanned at time i has been scanned before and the time j, which is the last time this cell was scanned, is easily computed. Thus, the transformation from IV to Pt! is computable in logarithm space.
Furthermore, the Turing machine M"' that transforms 'CV into Pp" enumerates the nodes oJX in the following manner. All of the nodes in the ser . In other words, we consider a layout I:,Y --+I ' {I,. . . , /Xi} of P't' such that all of the nodes in ,y( receive larger integers under 1 than any of those in A' + 1. Uncie~ this layout I the path hystem P':' has bandwidth bounded by cfh ) for some c > 0.
That is, consider any triple ((i + 1. pl, s,), (i. p-_, .G), (j, px, sI)) in I?. 7-x difference bctv;een i and j is bounded by 2f (tz ), since the oblivious Turing machine M uses at most 2J'(rr ) steps :r return to the same worktape cell. Since each set X; has some fixed constant (* > 0 elements. whore c depends only upon the number of states and worktape symbols in M, the difference between IC(i + 1, pI, s& and Ii(j, ~3, s J) is at most cf'(n ). Furthermore, Pt' is monotone under the layout 1.
Therefore, Pi! is in %%(cf'(n 1) if and only if w is accepted by 12% Since M was an arbitrary oblivious /'{II ) space bounded deterministic Turing machine. it follows that. for al! L in EIDS6&'E(~crr U, L 5 ,oR q%(cf (12 )I for some c > 0. To eliminate the constant (-WC observe that one can always add by a log space reduction a polynomial number of nodes to a path system P such that none of the new nodes arc involved in any triple in the path system's three place relation. If the resulting path system P' has N = II ' nodes, when P had II nodes, and if Vjx/z (cf(rz ) I =I ,firr k )L then the new path system has bandwidth f'(N) and is solvable if and '0~1~ if the original path system is solvable. The rules of !;he pebble game on an and/or graph G = (I', E, f) are as follows:
( 1) a pebble can be placed on a vertex s when f(x) = and, if all of the successors of s contain a pebble, (2) a pebble can be placed on a vertex s when f (s ) = or, if at least one of the successors of s contains a pebble, and (3) a pebble can hc placed at any time on a vertex s with no successors.
The and/or graph acccssibiiity problem. denoted by AGAP, is the set of encodings of all and/or graphs G such that a pebble can be placed on a vertex with no predecessor in G by some play of the pebble game. It is known that the problem AGAP is log space complete for IFP [ 19) . A related problem, called the pebble prohlcm for and/or graphs, of deciding whether k pebbles are suficient to pebble a \.trtex in G with no predecessors, given both the and/or graph G and the integer k, is known to he complete for IFspace [U]. We show that the problem AGAP restricted to monotone and/or graphs _----4 of bandwidth f'(rz ), denoted by AGAP(f(rl 11, is log space complete for -_-XISP(poly. f'(rl I). That AG?#(f(rz ,) is in UITISP(poly.f'(n )) can be shown by an :itgorithm similar to that described in the proof of Ltmma 2.4. Since the details NC csscntially the same, WC' shall not give them here. To show that zAT(f(rr )I ii :ompletc for QTISP(poly, f'(rl H, therefore, it is suff:cient to show that sps can ---be reduced to AGAP by a log space reduction that preserves bandwidth. Actually. WC shall rcxduce the problem !%% restricted to path systems P = (X, R, S, 77 such that. for all .\ E .X7. t'nc'rc exists r;t most a fixed constant k triples in R with s as first coordinate, to the problem m.
It is easy to see that this restricted version of ?#?&(a)) is still log space complete for DTISP(poly, f(n)). (In fact, the path system Pv constructed in the proof of Lemma 2.8 has the desired property.) Let SPSk denote the problem !?I% restricted to path systems P = CX, R, S, T) such that for all x E X, {(x, y, 2 ) 1 y, f E X} has cardinality at most k. Another problem that is log space complete for IIP is the CIKCTJIT VALIJE problem [22] . It is natural to ask what the complexity of this problem is under a bal:?width constraint. A monotone and/or graph with in-degree 2 can be viewed as ;I f:rrcuit in a very natural manner. The and nodes and or nodes of the graph can be \+wed as the and gates and or gates of the circuit. The input lines to the circuit CX? be viewed as the nodes in the and/or graph that have no successors. The output node of the circuit can be viewed as the node in the and/or graph with no predecessors. (We shall assume for the moment that there is only one such node.) With this viewpoint in mind the problem m is the problem of deciding if the output of the circuit is 1 when the value 1 is applied to all of the input lines. With this basic idea it is not difficult to construct a log space bandwidth preserving transormation from the problem AGAP to the problem CIRCUIT VAWE. This implies, for example, that CIRCUIT VALUE restricted to bandwidth log' n is log spas complete for SC'. It also implies that CIRCWIT VALUE restri(:ted to bairdwidth polynomial in the logarithm function is a family of ccJtllplete problems f<lr Cc. This suggests that a characterization of SC is possible in terms 0; circuits with polynomi&.~:t and polynomial in the logarithm function bandwidth. In fact, thi:; result ic trllcad has been obtained independently by Pippenger [30] u4ng a slight!), diffrrent form of width.
-c 3. { SPS( 2kf"" ))cI _ I is log space complete for ASPACE(f(n
1)
Our objective is to prove the result indicated ii) the title of this section for a; large a class of functions f' as possible. Of course, the functions f must grow at most as rapidly as the logarithm function, since SYS with no bandwidth restriction is k*omplctc for ASPACE(log 11 L In addition, we shall assume that f grows at least as r:!pidly as some constant multiple of the function log log rz and that f is of the fol m #'(rl ) = S(log log II ) where S is a fully constructible function. That is, f is chosen to bc a function formed from the composition of a fully constructible function S and the function log log t1, where S is a function such that, for all rz, IZ s S(rl I 5 2". A function S is /My corzsfructihlu [ 18: if there exists a deterministic SOz )-space bouiqded Turing machine 121 such that, !or all inputs of length H, M eventually will halt having marked exactly S~rz 1 workt Ipe cells. It is known that most functions of' interest, e.g., 2" and II "', for each fixed k, are fully constructible.
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a fully-constructible function on the natural numbers such that 11 s S(n) s 2". Let f (n ) = S(log log n). Then, SPS(2f'"') E ASPL4CE( fin )).
Proof. Let M! be an arbitrary input string for the problem SPS. W3 colistruct an alternating Turing machine A4 which decides whether w is in SPS(2""', It must do two things: (1) check that ~7 is the encoding of a path system P = (X, R, S, T) wnich has bandwidth 2 "'$ and (2) determine that the path system P = (X, R, S, T) encoded by 14' is ~xAvable. (We assume that the input is of the appropriate form, since A4 can easily check that the input has this form.)
To decide if P = (X, R, S, T) has bandwidth 21"x1', M first marks off log log 11 worktape cells using the sequence bin( 1) #bin(2) # l -+ #bin (n) that is part of the illput. M then increases the number of marked worktape cells to f (n) = S(log log n ) using the Turing machine that constructs the function S. Then, given f (rt ) marked worktape cells, M checks that P has bandwidth 21"'.Yi' by verifying that each triple ii, j. k ) in R, encoded as the string {bin(j-i),bin(k -i)j=(bin(sj),bin(sj)) inblocki forsome ~~AQ~GL satisfies the property thai isil s 2"'4" and ItfI c 2"'? To decide if P = (X, R, S, 7') is solvable, M may implement the following boolean recursive procedure AI~~SIBI.E, which has a single node s of P as an argument. VNISSIHI tr~,.y 1 is true if and only if the node s is admissible: $1 then performs a universal branch. In one !~xlnA it writes hin(.sf ) on )ts worktape: in the other branch it writes bin(rf) on its worktape. IL1 then uses the value on its worktape to decide how many blocks to the left or right to move its input head. In this way 112 locates the block that cwwsponds to the next node. M :tlso checks to see whether the current nodt i:, d tcnrmin;ll no&~ 'I'his is casil\ ~_hc by looking at the L alue It! when i is the current node.
M begins by nondetcrrzinistic,F;\ly guessing a source node x and then executing
ADMISSIBLE(X).
If the path system P has bandwidth 2f('x", as has been verified in the first of the two processes, fhen M never stores a value larger than 2f"x" on its worktape. Since these values are written using binary notation, at most f(lXl) worktape space is used. Thus, SPS(2""') E ASPACE(f(n)). Cl .
0~ next objective is to show that @!?(2""')e ASPACE(f(n)). This presents some additional problems. For example, the alternating Turing machine constructed for !@$2""'), since it has a one-way input tape, must be able to construct the function f without moving the input head to the left. Also, the Turing machine constructed will need to guess an amount of worktape space and, by performing a universal branch, check on one path that this workiape space is equal to f(n ) and on another path verify that the path system is solvable, monotone, and has bandtiidth bounded by 2""'.
Lemma 3.2. Let S hc a firli!~-constructible functton on th;-natural numbers scrdt tht S(rr 13~. Let f(rr ) -S(log log [I ). Then, %%(2""') E mA"E(f(rt I).
Proof. Let w be an input string of the appropriate form. We cc,nstruct an alternating Turing machine M which decides whether 1s' is in %%( f (n )\. h' must do two things:
(1 J check that w is the encoding of a path system P = (A, R, S, T) which is monotone and has bandwidth 2l""", and (2) determine whether P is solvable. TO decide if P = (X, R, S, 73 has bandwidth bounded b_. 2"i"', M nondeterministitally marks off some nllmber. say k, worktape cells. M then performs a universal branch. In one branch A4 checks that k is equal to log log 11 where n is the number of nodes in the path system. M checks this by actually constructing the value log log H in its worktape space. This can be done using the successive values bin( l), bin(2). . . . , bin(n ) that are supposed to occur in the input. That is, M will check that these values actually do occur and in so doing it will construct the worktape space log log II. M checks that these values are actually found in successive blocks of the input by comparing the value in the ith block with the value in the (i + 1)st block for all i (1 -:G i < 12 1. Since M cannot send its head back and forth to make this comparison, it will perform several universal branches instead. That is, in comparing the value in fhe ith block with the value in the (i + 1 )st block, M will compare fhe jth symbol of these two values for all appropriate j. It starts by writing the binary representation of one in its worktape space and performing a universal branch. In one branch it compares the first symbol of the two strings. In the other branch it increases the value in the worktape space by one and goes on to compare the remaining symbols. In genPra1, let us suppose that M has the value j written in binary notation in its worktape space. It performs a universal branch. In one branch it compares the jth symbol of the two strings. In the other it adds one to the worktape value and continues on to compare the remaining symbols. In this way, the one-way alternating TM 1M can check the successive values in the input. Also, in comparing the last two strings it will create a string in its worktape of length log log 12, since the length of the last string is log PI and M needs only remember a position in this string in binary notation. SO, M will successfully complete this first phase only if the guessed value k is equal to the computed value log log n.
In the other branch of its computation, after the initial universal branch, M increases the number of worktape cells to S(k). Remember that M initially guessed the value of k and in another branch of its computation actually checked that k is equal to log log II. Thus the input head of M has not been moved in this branch of the computation.
In increasing the amount of worktape space to the value S(log log !I ), M does not need to move its input head off the left endmarker. The whole computation is done using the worktape and worktape head alone. After an amount of worktape space equal to S(log log n) has been marked off, n-l performs another universal branch. In one branch M checks that the bandwidth of the path system is bounded by 2"'"" "W 'I' and that the path system is monotone. In the other branch M checks that the path system is solvable. Let us call these two separate paths of computation after this universal branch path _4 and path B.
In path A, b1 checks that each triple of the path system satisfies the necessary constraints for bandwidth and monotcini,ity. 1W czn do this easily by scanning the input from left-to-right and using the worktape to measure the differences between the values x, J' and z in triples (s. _s, .;) of the path system. These differences arc written in the successive blocks of the input, Furthermore, if the differences arc ;ilways less than ~'s""r iOt: 'I ', then the description of those differences in binary notation arc always of length no greater than S(log lop 12 j. Since 8 string of this Icngth is on the worktape. this determination can be done with one sweep across the input. $1 will only cntcr an accepting state along path A if every triple described in the input satisfies the necessary requirement5 for bandwidth and monotonicity.
In path R, M checks that the path system P = QC, R, S, 73 encoded by the input i$ solvable. Here the algorithm is essentialty the same as in the proof of Lcmmu 3.1 except that, since P is monoton e under the layout ! implicit in the encoding, ifly \* . -) E R. then !(.v 1 c I(y) and I(s) c k 1. Therefore, in mo\*ing its input head from 6 position corresponding to node s t(; th(: positions corresponding to nodt,'~ \' 2nd :. ,\I will only nccri to rnovc its input h~~~~ tc, the right. Thus, SPSt2 'I" I E _-__~ UPAc_'E~ )hr I I.
-:
Banthidtir constraints 011 problems for polynomial the 43
( 1) X is the set of all distinct instantaneous descriptions (IDs) of M on input u', and It follows that P t' is solvable if and only if A4 accepts IV. In fact, a solution tree for t4e path system Pf,' [37] corresponds to a computation tree by the alternating Turing machine A4 on input 1%'. Thus, Pi:' E SPS if and only if ~9 is accepted by M. Furthermore, the reduction from 1~ to Pr can be accomplished in logarithm space. For this we need, of course that pt' has at most a polynomial in the length of ~5 nodes. This, however, is guaranteed by the condition that S(rz ) s 2" and, hence, ffr:)=S(loglogr?K log II. ThUt is, each ID of M on input \t' consists of a triple
where p is an internal state of M, i an input head position, and NV I 7 w2 a strivlg ~cb that \q \V ,' is the content of the worktape and the first symbol of ~3, is the current scanned symbol. There are .srzf'(n )t""'?; 2k'r"'~z distinct JDs for some k 7 1: this is a polynomial in II, since f(rl ) s log II.
It necds to be shown that the trar+ r .,~,mation can map H* into a:1 encoding of the path system P,:' such that the layout ! implicit in this encoding makes Pk.* have bandwidth at most 2 ""' ' for some k % I. We choose a layout I such that, for dis:inct IDS I and J, itI) r: I(J), if the input head position in ID I is smaller than the input head position in ID J. That is, all IDS with input head position i are assigned integers smaller than those integers assigned to the IDS with inpu; head position i + 1 for all 1 -1 i < t;. There are sf'(rz )t""'< 2'f'"' IDS with a fixed inp-lt head position for some (8 4 1. Sincth any transition by M moves the input head by at most one ~4, the path system /-',:' under this layoui has bandwidth at most 2 x 2'~f"z' = 2""' ' for k = C* t 1. Morcovq the encoding of PI',' to achieve this layout is easily awornplishcd by a deterministic Turing machine within logarithm space. Let 1. t)c the set xcept ld by M. Then. for all IV, iv E IA if and only if the encoded k crsion of P l' is if3 s;PS( ?"""I for some k --T 1. That is. f_ 5: I,,y SPS&?"'" '1 for some k * 1. .-* We have, flom the combination of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, the following theorem.
Corollary 3.5. {SPS(log" n ))k 2 1 is log space compfefe for ASPACE(log log tz ).
Corollary 3.6. {SPS( rr "'w lo' " )} k .I _ is jog space corlp/ete for ASPACE(log /z/log log 11).
The next result shows that {%%(2kf'"')}k 5 l is log space complete for . ASPACE(f(n )). First, however, vz will show a technical result concerning one-way alternating Turing machines. Let ASPACE.&n)) denote the set of languages accepted by one-way j(n) space bounded alternating Turing machines which move their input head right in each transition. That is, the input head never remains on the same cell of the input tape after a transition. Proof. I'hc proof is ~~ssurlti:~lly the same as the prouf of L~mrna 3.2. 'l'hc onI>, nc\i c>bservation is that. if the f'tu 1 space bounded alternating Turing machine .V is such that the input head moves in each transition one cell to the right. then the path system P.:r under the layout I described in the proof of Lemma 3.3 is such that P:' is monotone. That is, for each triple (I, J, K'j in . & _ I is log space compktc for ASPACE( log log fl 1.
Since {m(logk n )}& J= I is a log space complete family for SC (by Corollary 2.12) and SC is closed under log space reductions, we may conclude (using Corollary 3.10) the following theorem. A well-formed formula w = C& l l l C,,, in 3CNF has bandwidth k for some k 2 1 if, for every variable x, the following is true: If a positive or negative instance of .r occurs in clause Ci and a positive or negative instance of x occurs in clause C,, then ]i -ji -Z k. That is, if, for a wff \V of bandwidth k, a graph G, is construcred with 0, Cz, . . . , cI',,~ for vertices and an edge is drawn to connect Ci and C'j when they contain a positive or negative instance of the same variable, then the graph & has bandwidth k. We show that SPSk 6 lop.h '* JSAT", where 3SAT" denotes the complement of 3SAT. It follows, since 3SAT(f(n )) E kJTISP(poly, fin )I. that SPS,, (f'(lz )) E co-i%TISP(poly, f(n U. Also, using Savitch's result that QTISP(poly, f( rz )) E DSPACE( f( rz ) log IZ ) [34], we obtain the containment SP& ( f( rz )) E DSPACE( f(rz ) log ra ). Recall that SPSk for an>' k 3 1 denotes the problem SPS restricted to path systems P = (X, R, S,
Proof. i._ct P = (X, R, S, T) be a path system. We construct a wff rrV) whose variables arc the nodes in X. The wff N?(F) has the following clauses:
(2) (I I, for every terminal node I, and I 3 1 (.C 1, for cvcry source node s. It is claimed that N*(P) is not satisfiable if and only if P is solvable. This can bc shown as follows, Considering the clauses given in \ 1 ) and (2 1. OIW can dcducc that the set of variables assigned the value true in any assignment that satisfies ~r*\Pj must includt all variables _x such that s is an admissible node of P. That is, by (2) a11 variable< corresponding to terminal nodes must be true and by ( i ). using induction. a!1 variables corresponding to admissible nodes must bc true. Htzncc, if l' ii solvabk and, thercfort, one of the source nodes s is adrrissible, then the clause 1.~) gikcn in (3) is not cakisfkd. Thcrcfore, N*(P) is not satisfiable. On the other hand, if P is n:>t solvable, consider the assipnmcnt f': X + {true, false} such that /"_v 1 -y true if 4nd only if .V is admissible. Cltxrly, all the clauses are satisfied undcl this :kgnment. since 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, {SP!W""" )),, _ i is a family of problems th it arc log DSPACE(f(n ) log rz ) and Corollary 3.3. El Proof. By theorem 3.4, (SPS(2 kfl"')}k . l is a family of problems that are log space complete for ASPACE( f(rr )L By Corollary 4.4, {YPS( 2kf"'))}k ;-I G ill, wi DSPACE(2""" ). If f(rr ) -S(log log 11) and Vk 3c Vx'n [S(n + k) c cS(~z ,1, then IMPACE(~ k"'J') is closed under log space that ASFACE& ))c uk .r iDSPACE(2k""').
reductions. Therefore, it follows III Corollary d.6. ASPACE(log log II ) 2 ~1~ I LDSPACE(Iogk rr ).
Corollary 4.7. ASPACE(log II /log log II I c Uk . I !iSPACE(rz ""w lo " 1.
The result stated in Corolliiry 3.6 leads to a natural question: Is it true that ASPACE(log log I: ) c_ SC? The reader should note that we have shown in Theorem 3.11 that kSPACE(iog log II) 5 SC . Can we improve the aigorithm implicit in the result ASPACE(log log II I c u. I, . 1 DSPACE(logk n ) so that a simultaneous polynomial time bound is obtained?
Proof. (The proof is essentially the same as that of [S, Theorem 4.21.) Assume first that f(n) is constructible.
A recursive procedure called MAIN, similar to that described earlier in [S] , is used to decide whether an alternating Turing machine M which is f(n ) space bounded and a (n ) alternation bounded recognizes a given string x. The procedure uses f'(n ) + f( n ) log n global storage, plus f(n ) + log n local storage for each letel of recursion, but the depth of recursion is limited to a (II). Thus, if the procedure is implemented on a Turing machine in the obvious way, that is, with a stack to preserve local storage across a call, then at most ah) (ftn ) Hog rt ) space i= needed for the local storage.
MAIN takes one input parameter, an instantaneous description CY of M in which the worktape space IS not greater than f(k~ ), and (1) it returns the value 1 if there is a computation tree fov M with (Y as root in which all the leaves are final IDS, or (2) it returns the value 0.
Consider first a subroutine PATH that takes two parameters a and p, both IDS of M. If (Y is univcrsa: (respectively, existential), PATH determines whether there is a computation path from cy to p such that all IDS appearing on the path (with the possible excer tion of p ) are universal (respectively, existential) and have worktape space bounded by f'(n 1. This can be done nondeterministically in space f(~ 1 just be guessing the path. Ey Theorem 4.10, it can be done deterministically in _/%I ) +f'w ) log II space. PATH uses the f'(n) +f(n ) log n global storage for this purpose.
The The depth of recursion is dt most O(/Z ), since each recursive call of M:\IN corresponds to ano:her alternation. The extension of this to functions f that are not constructible is similar to that described in [5] . 3 Corallaty 4.12. '(Ji . , ASPACE( log log /I, k I 2 K!SPACE~ log II log log it 1.
The theorem indicates that an alternat ng Turing machine with a fixed number of alternations c;;n 3e simulated by a deterministic Turing machine with the same amount of space as used for simulating nondeterministic
Turing machines. It also shows that, if the number of alternations a (rt 1 of a f(n ) space bounded alternating Turing machine is not greater than Zkf"l'. then a better result is obtained than that given by Theorem 4.5. However, it would appear, for example, that an f'(n ) = log log n space bounded alternating Turing machine can perform O(n logk n) alternations for some k 2 1; therefore, Theorem 43 gives a better result in the general case.
It is well known that if a nondeterministic Turing machine uses an unbounded amount of space, then it uses c log log n worktape space infinitely often for some c > 0 [ 181. One reads two distinct definitions for measuring space complexity in the literature. These are:
(1) a nondeterministic Turing machine accepts within space S(E) if l'or every string accepted there exists an accepting computation that uses at most S(U) worktape cells, and (2 j a nondeterministic Turing machine accepts within space S(rz j if every computation uses at most S(rz ) worktape cells.
The distinction is not important for constructible space bounds, but for very small space bounds, such as log log II, it is important. The following indicates that every alternating Turing machine that uses an unbounded amount of space must use c' lo;< log tz worktape space infinitely often for qome c > 0.
Let A4 be an alternating Turing machine. Construct the nondeterministic Turing machine M' from A4 by replacing each universal state by an existential state with the same set of choices. Then, if A4 has a computation that NW k worktape cells, then M' has a computation that uses k worktape cells on the same input. Thus, if .V uses unbounded worktape space, ehen A!' use! unbounded worktape spacf L1, 1~4' the result cited, M' uses at least (* log log !I worktape cells infinitely often, .'OI h*.)mc (' -2 0. But then it follows that /L;l also, has a cumput:ition that uses (' log log II worktape ~11s.
This suggests that log 10~1, it is a lower bound for space usage by alternating Turing machines. It should, perhapi;, be observed that it follows from the second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3.2 that the I:lnguagc {bini 1 ) # bin(Z) * ' l # bincr 11 I -T X} is ------.-+ in tZSPACI3 log log II 1. On the other hand, it is known that on-line nondeterministic l-rlring machines using less than log tz space can only recogmze regular sets [ 171.
-fh~, Aternatiorl does add computing power to small space hounded Turing rnX9lil1c5.
